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1. Overview
• How to ind the topics of interest of a Twitter user?
• Intuition: Users follow experts on their topics of interest
•Novel method to infer user interests at scale
• Live system to infer interests for all active Twitter users
•Comparison against state of the art shows superiority

2. Motivation
• Inferring interests a prerequisite for recommendation
•Most current methods use content of Tweets for interests
•We use local network structure and social annotations
•Our methodology is robust towards scaling issues

3. Lists contain cues of user expertise

�Alan created a list RecSys2011
to organize RecSys conference
related users. In doing so Alan
has given us cues, that these
users are related to RecSys.

Alan Said
@alansaid

Postdoc at @tudelft. Working on #recsys.

Movie geek, expat, 3ck. Tweets about

research, software, #recsys,

#machinelearning, politics, etc.

RecSys2011
A public list by Alan Said

RecSys2011 related events and people

MEMBERS

73

SUBSCRIBERS

15

Linas Baltrunas @LinasTw

Working on recommender systems. Currently on a very

large one :) 

Michael Ekstrand @elehack

Asst. Prof. Computer Science @txst (tweets my own).

#RecSys, #HCI, develops @LensKitRS. User-loving

zealot. Self-propelled. Anyone seen my towel? 

Quercia @ Yahoo Labs @danielequercia

http://researchswinger.org,

promiscuous (cross-disciplinary) researcher with few

exes: ex-UCL,-@MIT, -@Cambridge_Uni.

Astonishingly, views are my own. 

Ido Guy @ido_guy

Principal Research Engineer, Yahoo Labs 

Linas Baltrunas @LinasTw

Working on recommender systems. Currently on a very

large one :) 

Michael Ekstrand @elehack

Asst. Prof. Computer Science @txst (tweets my own).

#RecSys, #HCI, develops @LensKitRS. User-loving

zealot. Self-propelled. Anyone seen my towel? 

Quercia @ Yahoo Labs @danielequercia

http://researchswinger.org,

promiscuous (cross-disciplinary) researcher with few

exes: ex-UCL,-@MIT, -@Cambridge_Uni.

Astonishingly, views are my own. 

Ido Guy @ido_guy

Principal Research Engineer, Yahoo Labs 

4. We curate lists from many sources to capture expertise
Xavier is member of a number
of lists created by di�erent users
named RecSys. We can conclude
with some con�dance that Xavier
is likely an expert in the area.

If one is included in many lists
on the same topic, one is likely
to be an expert on the topic.

Tags obtained for Xavier Amatriain

� Xavier Amatriain
@xamat

Netflix director, #recsys, machine learning,

research, software, innovation, data,

running, @xamat_music. From Barcelona,

in the Valley (always on the red pill)

RecSys2012 by Alan Said

413 Members

RecSys by Alejandro Bellogin

219 Members

RecSys by Michael Ekstrand

38 Members

RecSys by Sandra G-Esparza

22 Members

5. We infer user interests from the expertise of users they follow

Michelle follows a number of
known experts on interior design
and retail shopping. So we can
conclude that Michelle is likely
interested in the topics of interior
design and shopping.

If one is following many experts
on the same topic, one is likely to
be interested in the topic. � �

Interests for Michelle Zhou

Michelle Zhou
@senseofsnow2011

from Chongqing, attended Fudan and

Columbia, having been withIBM

Research at 3 locations (NY, Beijing, CA),

into interior design, love shopping & food

Chista @ChistaNYC

Founded in 1990, explores the roots of

primitivism and modernism, the found and

the sculptural in the everyday and the

monumental. 537 Greenwich street, NYC

ELLE DECOR @ELLEDECOR

ELLE DECOR delivers what you can’t live

without—chic houses, fascinating people,

smart ideas, and must-see destinations.

HGTV Design Happens @hgtvdecorating

Welcome to the official Twitter page for

http://HGTV.com's design blog,

Design Happens.

Saks Fifth Avenue @saks

Tweeting from inside the most style

obsessed place in the world. For service

questions, tweet @saksservice or call

1-877-551-7257.

Theory @Theory__

Theory is a company, a concept, a

philosophy, an aesthetic, a style and a

product.

6. Evaluation
• Compared with interests obtained from user bio
•Our method captured user interests when available
•Compared with interests obtained from Labeled-LDA on Tweets
• 10 volunteers compared interests obtained by the two methods
•Our method was judged more accurate and complete in 9/10 cases

7. Key Insights
• Social signals can be a better alternative to content based methods
for interest inference

• Interests are passive traits which may not be visible in Tweets posted
by the user

•Our system can be used as a platform for developing personalized
recommendation systems in Twitter

twitter-app.mpi-sws.org/who-likes-what


